Announcements

• Grades are visible on the grades server
  (Comments about project grades are there too)
Style Tag

When using the Style tag, please DON’T use the type attribute.

Instead of:

    <style type="text/css">

Use just:

    <style>
Exams

• If you took the exam at ADS, they haven’t returned them to us yet.
• Median score was 79
• Upper Quartile was 88
• Lower Quartile was 70

Do not write on the Exam!!
Mistakes in your Javascript...

What happens when you run incorrect code?

Example: BuggyCode.html

How can we figure out what went wrong?

• In Chrome
  Open the “Java Console”: Ctrl-Shift-J
  On Macs: Command-Option-J
The Power of Computing

Why do we need computers? Computers are FAST.

To harness this potential we need to be able to REPEAT operations many, many times.

Two techniques for repetition:
1. Loops (We will learn next)
2. Recursion (Maybe if we have time)